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the most popular matching game this side of the nile goes retro in this arcade-style edition. neon lasers light up the screen, and the mad matching mania is more intense than ever before! the chains are faster, the power-ups more
awesome, and the shooters more stealthy as you catch hearts for more life, test your shooting accuracy, and beat the big boss - all to the rhythms of a pumpin' soundtrack! the full version of luxor evolved features: addictive and
exciting, luxor is an action-puzzler that takes you on a thrilling adventure across ancient egypt. isis has enlisted you to battle set and his evil minions. use your scarab to shoot and destroy the approaching spheres before they reach
the pyramids. use isis magic by catching talismans, gems, and ankh coins. featuring a rousing soundtrack and full of exhilarating action, the only question is: can you thwart sets diabolical plans travel to various cities and defeat the
scarabs to win artifacts for queen nefertiti. engage in battles to gather more treasures by shooting matches before another shooter can. you can earn plenty of power-ups during gameplay including area-clearing fireballs, scarab-
reversing items and vapors that turn multiple spheres into the same color. glory and adventure await as you return to save ancient egypt from certain doom in luxor: amun rising, the sequel to the runaway hit action-puzzle game. this
time, you must defeat the rebellious princes of megiddo before they overthrow the pharaoh and plunge the two lands into chaos! once again, the challenge will not be an easy one as you battle through 88 awesome, all-new levels. you
must use your mystical winged scarab to shoot magical spheres, making matches of three or more to destroy the approaching colored spheres.
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